THEY ALL USE COMPUTER LABS M3000 DISK MEMORY SYSTEM WITH THEIR PDP-11.

The Computer Labs disk memory costs 40% less than the DEC system. The M3000 features dual platters with 5 megabyte capacity. It has half the seek time of the DEC RKO5 and is completely compatible — both media and software — with the entire PDP-11 family.

With the M3000 you can instantly plug in any decpack. The Computer Labs system even features a platter address reversing switch for efficient user operation.

Computer Labs gives you a one year warranty which includes parts and labor. Systems are deliverable 30 days ARO.

For further information call or write: Peripheral Division. Computer Labs, Inc., 505 Edwardia Drive, Greensboro, North Carolina 27409 (919) 292-6427 TWX (510) 922-7954.